
SOFTWARE DEVELOPER 
FRONTEND DEVELOPER | SOLIDITY DEVELOPER | FREELANCER 

A certified result-oriented Full stack developer with expertise in Typescript, React, Solidity and node. Having 3+ years of 
experience in web and mobile development at Top tech companies that have secured millions in funding and have 
launched globally used products. 

CORE COMPETENCIES 
React Component Design | Team Leadership | Web Design | Responsive Design | Team Work / Critical Thinking | 
Cross Platform Compatibility | Web Performance Optimisation | Blockchain Programming | Collaboration 
Communication | Version Control | Testing & Debugging | Result Oriented/Self-motivated | Continuous Learning | 
Time Management 
  

EDUCATION & ADDITIONAL CREDENTIALS 

Bachelor of Science in Psychology (Second Class Honours)    2013 - 2017 
Obafemi Awolowo University, Ife, Osun, Nigeria. 

PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATIONS & TRAININGS 
• Build Responsive Real World Websites with HTML & CSS, Udemy, 2021 
• Advanced Solidity: Understanding & Optimizing Gas Costs, Udemy, 2022  
• Advanced Solidity: Understanding & Optimizing Gas Costs, Udemy, 2022 
• Ethereum Developer Bootcamp with Solidity, Udemy, 2022 
• The Complete JavaScript Course, Udemy, 2021 
• Triplebyte, Senior React Engineer 2022 

SOFTWARE TOOLS PROFICIENCY 
Git/Github, CLI, Vscode, Figma, Remix              

LANGUAGES/LIBRARIES & FRAMEWORKS 
HTML5, CSS/SCSS, Javascript/Typescript, PHP, Python, React.js, Next.js, Docusaurus, Webflow, Solidity, Hardhat, 
Truffle, Web3js/Ethersjs, Tailwind, Nestjs, React Native, Wordpress, GraphQL,   Styled-Components, Redux, 
Firebase  

PROJECTS & ACHIEVEMENTS 
NFT Listing Dapp 
It discovers, organises, and displays your ERC721 and ERC1155 NFT collection effortlessly with this sleek NFT 
Listing Application. It helps you explore with a user-friendly interface and showcase your digital treasures in 
stunning detail. Experience the power of seamless organisation and delightful visual presentation for your NFTs like 
never before 
Voting Dapp 
A powerful cutting-edge Voting-Dapp designed with simplicity and efficiency in mind, the platform allows users to 
create proposals and share them with their community, the creator needs to hold a role to be able to create proposals. 
Think of the role as political role. Experience real-time updates as each vote is cast, ensuring transparency and 
engagement throughout the decision-making process 

NWAKANMA, PRINCEWILL https://ricqcodes.dev 
https://github.com/ricqcodes  

                                              nwakanmaprince1996@gmail.com  
https://www.linkedin.com/in/princewill-nwakanma-6a6a99181                                                                          

+234-815-274-9308

https://github.com/ricqcodes
mailto:nwakanmaprince1996@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/princewill-nwakanma-6a6a99181


Token Launchpad 
The ultimate platform for turning users project dreams into reality! Token launchpad is a launchpad where you can 
effortlessly raise funds and kickstart your venture. Create your launchpad, generate an ERC20 token, and enjoy 
seamless liquidity and token locking services all in one place. 

Coursebay 
Coursebay is a platform where creators can access content creation courses. These courses could either be video or a 
downloadable E-book.  

Hype 
Hype is a social media tool which can be used to send a special message to a friend or a loved one to celebrate them. 
It’s a fun tool which adds a lot of flavour to those bland ‘Happy Birthday’, ‘Happy Valentines Day’ & congratulatory 
messages we are all used to receiving.  

  

CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
FREELANCER January 2023 – Present 
Frontend Developer  
As a freelance professional, my primary responsibility is to provide a diverse range of customised solutions to clients 
while also creating and implementing renowned visual and interactive elements web applications.  
1. I am responsible for designing and developing the user interface and user experience of websites and  d  

web applications. 
2. Tailor web3/web2 solutions to meet each client's specific needs and project requirements. 
3. Prioritise client satisfaction by consistently delivering on project goals and meeting client expectations. 
4. Maintain clear and effective communication with clients throughout the project lifecycle to ensure alignment and  

transparency. 
5. Identify and address challenges and roadblocks during project execution, providing innovative solutions. 
6. Educate clients on the benefits and functionalities of web3/web2 solutions, empowering them to make informed 

decisions. 

EVAL360, Lagos, Nigeria October 2022 – January 2023 
Lead Frontend Developer   
Spearheaded the development and implementation of Eval360, an employee evaluation software, with a primary 
focus on assessing staff knowledge and performance through meticulously crafted assessment questions. Employed 
automated data collection and advanced reporting analytics to track employee performance over time. 
1. Led the development efforts for Eval360, taking charge of the project's technical direction and providing guidance 

to fellow developers. 
2. Translated intricate designs and wireframes into a robust codebase, delivering a seamless user interface and 

experience that met the highest quality standards. 
3. Collaborated closely with key stakeholders, including the lead product manager and product owner, to ensure 

ongoing alignment with market demands and evolving product-market fit. 
4. Orchestrated the creation of a cutting-edge backend infrastructure leveraging technologies such as MongoDB, 

NestJS, and Typescript, while also overseeing the architecture and implementation of the API, serving as a central 
coordination mechanism for the software. 

5. Seamlessly integrated user-facing features using an advanced tech stack that encompassed NextJS, ReactJS, 
Typescript, and TailwindCSS, ensuring that the development team adhered to best practices and coding standards. 

DOTLAUNCH, Dubai, UAE November 2021 – October 2022 
Frontend Developer 
I was immersed in a dynamic and forward-thinking environment where I actively contributed to our blockchain and 
frontend development efforts. My responsibilities and accomplishments included: 
1. Collaborated with a team of developers to explore various programming languages, frameworks and, such as 

JavaScript, TypeScript, React, solidity as part of our journey into blockchain technology. 
2. Actively engaged in brainstorming sessions to evaluate applications for new tools and technologies, staying 

attuned to the ever-evolving landscape of blockchain development. 



3. Gained hands-on experience in developing and rigorously testing smart contracts, enhancing my proficiency in 
blockchain technology. 

SIBUS SOLUTIONS, Lagos, Nigeria March 2020 – October 2021 
Junior Frontend Developer 
As an entry role at Sibus Solutions, a dynamic tech company headquartered in Lagos, Nigeria, specialising in 
creating custom applications for a diverse client base, my responsibilities from March 2020 to October 2021 
included:  
1. I transitioned applications originally developed using vanilla JavaScript to utilise React. 
2. Implementing responsive design techniques to guarantee seamless user experiences across mobile and 

desktop devices, aligning with best practices in user interface and user experience (UI/UX) design. 
3. Working closely with project managers and designers to ensure the punctual delivery of high-quality 

projects that consistently exceeded client expectations. 
4. Employing Git for efficient version control and fostering collaborative development among team 

members. 

REFERENCES 

Available on Request


